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u.s. legal system
disgusts bailey

english profs refuse to order

boycott on
by kevin ruSSell
Five UPS English professors have ' 1 - ided not to order

by karl ohls

their books from the UPS Bookstore, out instead to take
their business elsewhere.

Renowned trial lawyer F. Lee Bailey didn't shoot off

"This is our form of protest," said assistant professor

the sparks many people expected him to in his speech in

Robert Garratt, as he expressed his dissatisfaction with

the Fieldhouse last Friday night.

the bookstore. Garratt is one of the five professors that

The defense attorney for the Boston Strangler, Dr.

have ordered their Spring-term books from Gloria Dei

Sam Sheppard, Carl Coppolino and Capt. Ernest Medina is

Bookstore (along with professors Annis, Curley, Hansen

currently in the midst of another big case of his career -

and Van Arsdel). Ten English courses requested books,

the Patricia Hearst trial.

according to Gloria Dei, ranging from introductory

Lectures Committee chairman Scott Nelson believes it

courses to senior seminars.

was quite a coup to secure Bailey for his only west coast

The main complaint about the UPS Bookstore is the

speaking appearance. Bailey received $2,800 for this

resale of used books. Department Chairman Ralph

engagement.

Corkrum, who is not actively participating in the boycott

In his lecture Bailey gave his view of the inadequacies

but shares in the grievance, stated that he objects to the

of the American legal system and his solutions to them.

entire idea of reselling used books; but mainly the resale

His presentation was smooth and well-polished ; serious

of paperbacks.

points were made with humor. He struck many high

"VVe have made every effort to reduce the cost of

platitudes. Bailey demonstrated the adept way he handles

books by substituting paperback texts for hard-bound

an audience.

texts," asserted Corkrum. "Many times a student will buy

Perhaps more than enough has been written about the

a used paperback which will have sentences underlined

Hearst case because Bailey barely mentioned it in his

and notes in the margins. There is no way of telling

speech and nobody asked about it during the question

whether this affects students reading, but surely it has

and answer period. Still, the matter dominated his before

some influence on that students' interpretation, whether

and after press conferences even though he said nothing

it be a hindrance or a help."

new or particularly interesting about it.

CorkrUm noted, "Our main concern here is to give the

He began his lecture by saying, "There is a great theme

student a 'fresh start'. A part of college experience is

song Americans like to sing when they visit foreign

making your own notes and I think we vvhould offer

countries. They run around and say we have the finest

students this chance."

and fairest legal system in the world, and you should

Corkrum stressed, "The bookstore has their concerns
and we have ours."
Bookstore Manager, Patrick Heade expressed his
concerns, "A majority of students request used books
because they are less expensive. So we, being the

come and see what we've got.
Controversial defense attorney F. Lee Bailey gestures during his lecture to
a packed Fieldhouse last Friday. He barely mentioned the Patricia Hearst
trial, concentrating instead on the shortcomings of the U.S. legal system.
Another story and more pictures on page 4.

student

come and see what we've got. And are horrified."
He extolled the Bill of Rights, but qualified his

Bookstore, try to meet these demands."

statement, saying, "its time has passed to the extent it can

Heade continues, "I feel that the used book does not
impair the student but because of the turnover of used
books (about 25%), it offers the student more variety.
"The UPS Bookstore has the smallest space for a

fees; sidewalk, vp dissolution
entertained by student senate

university bookstore of any in the state of Washington.
Yet, we offer the greatest variety and number of texts and

The Student Senate meeting of February 17th was carried out amid
moments of confused and disorderly debate. The meeting, presided over by

titles per class," claims Heade.
As manager of the bookstore,

"Those that are in other countries that have
Anglo-American jurisprudence do, with some regularity,

Executive Vice President Michael Wiesmann contained three main issues.
Heade has the task

of meeting both faculty and student demands.
"According to a national survey most students don't want
to keep their books, but want to sell them back," Heade
explains, "especially as the student progresses he realizes
he probably won't need all those books .
"At UPS we offer the student this chance of selling
their books back to us. I personally do all the buying, and
check for marked workbooks or cribbed language books."
Heade noted, "We don't accept this type of book if it is
not in proper order." (If a student wishes he may erase
these notes and the bookstore may buy back the book if
they deem it resaleable).
Heade stated, "Say we sell a $10.00 book. If that
book is to be used again by the university, we are
authorized to buy it back for 50% or $5.00. We theh,
because of our 20% overhead, mark it up 25%, or to
$7.50. But the student does not have to buy the used
copy. We guarantee a new book to every student that
wants one, for any class."
Associate Professor Rosemary Van Arsdel views this
matter as a "serious issue." She says that we are "dealing
with a psychological issue here. A student picks up a used
book and sees phrases highlighted and then they think
this is the important phrase."
Whether it is or isn't important is not the issue; the
amount of damage a used book does on a student is
indeterminate, indicated Professor Van Arsdel. She feels,
as does a majority of the English Department, that each
student should have an opportunity to begin on a "clean
slate."
"The fifty cents the student saves by buying a
dogeared used paperback does not equal the knowledge
that they lose from not buying their own copy."

The first item was a petition brought forward by student, Jeff Jahns, to get
an initiative on the upcoming March ballot requiring that any student activity
fee increase be taken to the students first.
The proposed raise of student fees is from $18 to $25. The petition

be improved upon. Tragically the leaders of the bar know
that, and they admit it chronically and publicly,
beginning with our chief justice, who has said that
incompetence in the legal profession has even reached the
Supreme Court.
"This is not an easy profession. If I wanted to be an
immensly popular fellow I'd become a doctor. The reason
for that is that I would fight disease, illness, and they have
no known champions.
Bailey insists "ethical safeguards have been too long
ignored." He blasted the fat cats of the legal profession
who "had not the time and did not deem it sufficently

contained the signatures of 10 percent of the student body, 327, which was

important to contribute their services to the "tragedies"

the number necessary before action could be taken. The Senate moved that

of the law.lf there were fat fees to be made they could be

the issue be referred to the Election Committee for timely and appropriate

found on the scene.

action.
The second article of new business concerned the construction of a
concrete sidewalk through the wooded area near President Phibbs' house. It

"...incompetence in the legal profession
has even reached the Supreme Court."

would run from N. 18th and Puget Sound to the front of Collins Library.
The student who brought this up stated it would ruin the beauty of the
wooded area and be a waste of money. Another point was that the campus is
largely unaware of the project and has not been given opportunity for input.
A proposed alternative was to build a smaller path of a material that would
blend better with the environment.
The Senate passed a motion to express their concern to administrative
executives and members of the university building committee.
A third major issue was brought up by Becky White and Paula Plamondon
by introduction of a resolution to dissolve the office of ASUPS Business
Vice-President. It was brought to the attention of the Senate that a
professional person, hired by the ASUPS in a manner similar to the Activities
Director, could preform the actual record keeping and fiscal management tasks
much more efficiently than a student.
The matter was tabled until the next meeting on February 24 to allow time
for input, discussion, and rewording of the action.
Any action taken by the Senate will require passage of a constitutional
amendment by the Student body.
Other action included:
—approving the appointment of Paula Plamondon and Bob Homchick as
alternates to the Finance Committee.
—setting a time for students to meet and express their views to student
senators. It will be Tues day February 24 in the BONS Lounge, SUB basement
from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm.

Report on the Feb. 10 "Senate meeting page 2

"What we have not done so far is to provide that kind
of corp of ready, willing and able, and I underline able
because we've got lots of ready and willing, trial lawyers
to crank the machinery of justice so there is some
predictability.
"Some months ago, back in Washington I was
cohosting a local TV show with Sander Vanocur, and one
of the guests was a fellow named Joe Golding who was
rather well known for writing a book called the "Super
Lawyers", the fat cat book. He wrote another one called
"The Benchwarmers", about federal judges. He singled
out some of the bad ones, and he found most of them,
and wrote a book about them
"On the other side was a law school dean who was
incensed by the book and a lawyer who is aligned with
one of the biggest most corporate law firms in
Washington. They attacked Joe Golding with a certain
degree of malice.
"Finally the dean looked at me and said, 'Mr. Bailey,
you have probably been in more different federal courts
in more different districts than any lawyer on the face of
the earth. Would you say that 90 per cent of our federal
judges are pretty good?'

continued on page 2
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exercising we go

bailey

parcourse in planning

continued from page 1

integrity" and the continuing training system. "There are

suspect I get a ringer every now and then,... Nonetheless

only 3,000 barristers in the entire country. They try all

at least 90 per cent of the federal judges I have seen are

legal cases, civil or criminal for 50 million people."

pretty good judges. And he looked at Joe Golding and he

by valerie amphlett
Many people at UPS have developed a keen interest in jogging and total
fitness. This is the reason for the parcourse, said Assistant Dean Bruce Murray.

Bailey praised the British system for its "level of

I

"And I said I would go at least that far although

Bailey said he would like to see a similar training
system set up here. "It would be in the best interest of

said 'so there.'
"And I said, 'Dean, if 90 per cent of the United

the government I might point out, to put it together as
rapidly as possible because many of the incompetents

Airlines pilots were good pilots, would you fly United?'

prosecute cases for the United States of America. I see

A parcourse is a fitness course. It reasembles circuit training. The

"You wouldn't dream of climbing aboard a

Univerilty of Puget Sound is planning on building a parcourse beginning this

certificated air carrier of the United States except if you

spring. It will be completed by fall and possibly by late spring depending on

had every confidence that when that great metal beast left

He said one British legal practice he especially liked was

the workers and the weather. Along a l'/2 mile path will be 15 to 18 different

the runway it was going to return in the same condition -

"you defend one day and you prosecute the next. That's

exercise stations. Each exercise station has signs with instructions for four

tires first.

probably one hell of a good idea. It keeps fellows like me

them every day."

from getting a liberal twist to their spines and keeps

different fitness levels making the course useful to everyone. The course will

"We regard with somewhat less concern something

begin at the intramural field. It will go around the field, cut across the

that is almost every bit as deadly. We need not have

fellows that prosecute too much, from getting a righteous

A-frames and run along Thompson Hall, with the greatest part of the track

capital punishment to put a human life on the block. All

stripe up the middle of the back, that says prosecute

located in the woodsy section between Thompson Hall and the library. Most

we need is a life sentence, or a somewhat shorter

mother if you can catch her."

of the exercise equipment stations will be here.

sentence, to destroy all there is of somebody.

The course will not deter from the beauty of the campus. Most of the

He continued, "If ever a profession had its side laid

The defense attorney, with a zeal told the audience,

open, and the bare meat inside available for inspection,

exercise equipment is made from wooden logs. Steel, chromium and plastics

"We expect surgeons to practice on cadavers, not live

the incident called Watergate accomplished that. Lawyer

will be kept to a minimum, used only for bolts, chin•uP bars and where it is

people. And then to watch an awful lot of surgery before

after lawyer after lawyer bit the dust

absolutely necessary.
The path will not be paved with cement. After it has been trodden, the

they put the knife in a human being. But in the absense of

conspiracy, all non-violent but penal crimes that strike at

any other kind of training we send people out of law

the heart of the system.

university will see where the most stress is and fill the path with sawdust (the

school who barely know how to find the courthouse, and

"The problem is one of ethics and it's a severe and

best material for jogging) or cinders and astroturf where sawdust is

know absolutely nothing about the art

of

sincere problem. No one in that crowd (of Watergate

inappropriate.

cross-examination. And we tell them they should learn

conspirators) would have thought they could have beat

these arts by practicing them. And when we practice law,

the system except if they could fix the lawyers, get them

we practice, on you!"

to back off and close their eyes.

The course is being funded by a University endowment program. It will
cost $3195.00 plus labor. $1995.00 is for the architectural diagrams, course
development, and instruction and directional signs. $1200.00 has been
allotted for materials and equipment.
UPS will be the first college or university in the nation to have a parcourse
on campus. It will also be the first parcourse in the state of Washington.

exec. v.p. gets hand slap
The Student Senate passed a resolution censuring ASUPS Executive Vice
President Michael VViesmann at their February 10 meeting.
The official Senate action reads: "Withhold none of the executive's salary
and make a general resolution that the Senate is dissatisfied with Mike
Wiesmann's performance and would encourage him to perform better in the
future."

Bailey recalled the inscription in a book he once used -

-

perjury,

"The defect is in the legal structure," Bailey insisted.

"Studying Law". It read: "Dear Lee, when I was a young

"Reliance on a subdivision of the executive branch to

man, and consistently faced opponents of greater

police itself is stupid. When we divided the government

experience and ability, I lost a great number of cases I

into three parts we thought we had enough checks and

should have won. But as the years rolled by and I worked

balances. There weren't.

with some dilligence, the tables turned and I more

"There are some kinds of crime, ladies and gentlemen,

frequently faceo opponents who didn't have the skill and

that you will probably never deter ... a husband shooting

experience that I had. And I won quite a number of cases

a wife or vice versa is going to go on from now until the

that I should have lost. And so in the end you see justice

time far to and far down the road."
Bailey sees higher legal standards as the solution to our

was done."
"If you make a mistake in an American trial you

problems, the creation of an "active, honest and able

cannot go back and correct it. And if the jury makes a

echelon" of lawyers. "I'm convinced it would- work.

mistake, forget it. Especially if their mistake was a result

There is no high risk in that estimate. It works very, very

of yours.

well in the mother country, as we used to call it."

Essentially the resolution is a paper action; it carries no real weight behind
it.

Senate action stemmed from allegations that Wiesmann did not do his job
during December and January. A $127.20 phone bill Wiesmann ran up on
the ASUPS tab, was discussed during informal January Senate meetings. The

Extra curricular activities.

vice-president told senators last week that he would pay his bill. On
Wednesday, he informed the TRAIL that student loans have paid the debt.
Other optior.s the Senate '..cnsiciered included withholding the Executive
Vice President's salary for those months and referring the matter to student
court.
During the pre-vote discussion Dean of Students John English disagreed
strongly with the proposed Senate motion, calling it nonconstructive.
He said, "This summer it was let's get Becky. This fall it was let's get Lyle.
Now it's let's get Michael. It seems to me that this is a discouraging way to
spend the year."
He added, "I really don't see the purpose of this other than to make
yourselves feel you're doing something. I understand your concern, but I don't
feel this is the way."
The resolution was the last activity of the senate meeting taken up after
Wiesmann relinquished his gavel to Senator John Campbell.
Other activities included reviewing the recomendations and ideas that came
out of a Senate retreat, accepting the schedule and regulations for the
upcoming ASUPS elections, and passing a resolution in favor of an exercise

course to be built on campus.

PersoNt\t.
S
HELP WANTED—bartenders and waitresses needed at
Luigi M. Boris' Pizzaria and Debate Hall Tavern 8920 S.
Tacoma Way. apply before 6 pm. JU2-6121

ROOM FOR FEMALE—guest house type efficiency on
Browns' Point. Private entrance, completely furnished,
$75 a month utilities included. Call 927-0241.
COLLEGE CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE needed to sell
Brand Name Stereo Components to Students at lowest
prices. Hi Commission NO Investment required. Serious
Inquiries ONLY! FAD COMPONENTS, INC. 20 Passaic
Ave. Fairfield, New Jersey 07006 JERRY DIAMOND
(201) 22706814

a+

A LaJoito
Sok

•PA v.) •

It's the real thing. Colce•
Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Tacoma, Wa.
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sheridan hides welcome mat

dinosaurs not so tame ?

get-togethers, and requirements for sanitation and health

by mike reed

facilities. He has made it clear, however, that, as far as he

Pierce County Commissioner George Sheridan thinks

is concerned, their arrival will not be met with open arms.

that the Dinosaurs Corp is a monster in sheeps' clothing.

"I say that what they propose is a thinly-disguised

"The sale of all kinds of drugs and liquor goes on

rock festival. We have very stringent rock festival

freely, and every type of immoral conduct occurs

regulations in this area with which they will have to

openly—no provision is made for sanitary facilities, and

comply. The number of people is limited to around 2,000

this creates the risk of epidemics such as could endanger

I believe, and they can only last for one day. This is not

the health of the entire area. There is invariably an

to say that no camping out is allowed, but just can't have

outbreak of vandalism and thievery. Down in Ranier (in

the music continuously for five days.

Thurston County, during one of the Dinosaur's previous

"While I don't welcome them, I will see that they are

'events') there was violence—they even threatened to

treated fairly under the law. I want to stress that we're

shoot down the helicopter employed by law enforcement

not proposing to deny anyone their Constitutional rights

officers. And these were officials of the Dinosaurs.

of assembly. But as a public official I have a responsiblity

"They're not peace-loving like they claim."

to the entire area. The fight to assemble is limited to

The Dinosaurs is an incorporated 'fraternal

where it doesn't endanger the rights of others. I have no

organization established for the promotion of cultural and

authority to prevent a peaceful meeting, even if I chose. If

intellectual exchange' claiming about 10,000 members,

they're going to hold a rock festival, that's something else

according to Jeff McMonagle, head of the group. They are

again. We just hope they'll go somewhere else."

currently planning to create Dinosaur Valley II on 260

Sheridan claimed that the Dinosaurs had previously

acres surrounding Byron Lake in eastern Pierce County

illustrated their disregard for the legal process in Thurston

■

County. They were under injunction restricting a previous

Sheridan objects to the charge that he is carrying on a

'festival', but they went ahead with it anyway.

(Va ley I was in Thurston Co.).
one-man campaign with no popular backing. He noted

"There were 25,000 of them out there," Sheridan

that at a recent meeting called to discuss proposed

complained. "The courts had enjoined them to refrain

Dinosaur move, over 500 people showed up and

from this function, but the Dinosaurs ignored them. It

enthusiastically voiced their support of his position. He

would have taken a couple of divisions of the national

estimated that about 95% of the people in that part of the

Guard to enforce the law."

county were behind him.

Sheridan also pointed to an access problem, especially

"I'd be very happy to have this as a campaign issue,"

in the event of an emergency. "Up at the Buffalo Don

he continued. "I know that the people of this county

Murphy ranch (near Eatonville) there was the worst traffic

object overwhelmingly to the type of thing that they

jam you ever saw. There was a baby born and one man

propose to do."

was killed, and the proper officials found it impossible to

The only power that Sheridan wields lies in the

get past all the cars." Sheridan went on to say that the

enforcement of existing building and zoning

local residents would be inconvenienced in that they

iequirements, limitations on the size and duration of the

would have difficulty in getting to their homes.
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prospective deans interviewed
by randi fox
The Dean Search Committee has finished its preliminary screening of the
potential candidates for the deanship of the law school.
The position will officially open next fall when Dean Joseph Sinclitico
retires : However, Dean Sinclitico has unofficially expressed his desire to
assimilate the new dean into the position during the summer term.
Presumably this would involve the current dean and the dean-elect working
together next summer.
According to Professor Covington, Committee Chairman, the committee
has selected the top eight or nine candidates and has begun bringing them to

students moved out

the law school for meetings with the faculty and students.
Two candidates per week are scheduled to appear at the law school
campus, at which time they will have a meeting with the faculty and another

faculty club annexes niwa house
by lynne brown
The Niwa Annex House is now a faculty club. The
house, located at the northwest corner of Alder and 14th
changed functions during December and January.
The Niwa Annex Faculty Club was formed from the
idea that instructors of different departments should be
better acquainted. The club hopes to cut across academic
lines for social purposes.

Membership is also open to administrative people. Dues
are paid to help with upkeep and improvements.
The Niwa Annex Faculty Club is an experiment for
this semester. If interest continues to grow it will become
permanent

.

Plans for the future include the election of

six governors to head the organization and creating room

potential dean access to student opinions and areas of particular concern to
the students.
Topics of discussion include: the dean's role, student participation in
decision making, long term objectives of the law school, current programs and
goals, and resource constraints.
Professor Robert Walsh was the first candidate to meet with the students.
Professor Walsh is currently at Vitlanove Law School where he has been

for larger groups.
The club has been in the planning since last year.

The facility provides a variety of services. Faculty and

Some controversy arose about it toward the end of

committee meetings can be held there as well as

last semester when the eight students living there

gatherings for special occasions. Food is available during

complained the rug was being pulled out from under them

lunch hours.

to make room for the faculty (TRAIL, Nov. 21). They

The chairman of the project is Edward Goman of the

said no one had told them, when they moved in, that they

Mathematics Department. Professor Goman believes that
the relaxed atmosphere will allow more to be

would have to move out in December. University officials
conceded that this had occured.

accomplished during meetings. He also feels the exchange

The students left at the end of the semester though.

of ideas will be in the best interests of the university.

open meeting with the students. This is being-done so that students have a
chance to meet and question the potential dean, and also to allow the

Remodeling was done during INinterim.

teaching for the past six years. Prior to that time he was an associate with a
large firm in Los Angeles, and is a graduate of Harvard Law School. Among his
many other achievements, he has several times been voted the outstanding
teacher by Villanove Law Students.
The meat of the meetinc showed that Professor Walsh has an understanding
of the particular problems facing UPS Law School over the next 10 years. He
has posited some concrete suggestions aimed at moving the law school toward
its articulated goals of providing outstanding education and increasing its
reputation. A pleasant change from the noncommital and even defensive
attitude during the last meeting the the University administration.

Approximately 70 members are signed with the club.

guatamalan relief launched
by kathy thurin

Guatemala, the committee will take great care that the

The earthquake in Guatemala has resulted in over

funds go directly to needy earthquake victims. They hope

74,000 injured persons with many more left homeless.

to avoid various governmental agencies whose processing

Realizing that speed is essential to reduce the spread of

of funds might decrease the amount of aid actually

disease and starvation in this crisis situation, the UPS

reaching the victims. At Friday's meeting, Professor Paul

International Club responded with the first organizational

Heppe commented that this should be a campus

meeting to aid the earthquake victims last Friday,

community effort which included faculty involvement.

February 13.
$3,000 was determined a realistic goal by the 20

Happy Hour
Every Day
$1 Pitchers 4:30-5:30

He reacted unfavorably to agencies, saying that the aid
could be personalized in the form of emergency supplies.

students and four staff members attending the meeting.

Reverend Raymond Marvin, director of a charitable

The sum represents about $1.00 from each student,

organization called Redemptive Enterprises and

faculty and staff member at UPS.

coordinator for Guatemalan relief in the Tacoma area,

Different alternatives for raising the money were

addressed the meeting on this topic, explaining that the

discussed. Measures for the bake sale which took place

fire stations have agreed to accept bedding, tents, and

Sunday in the dorms and Thursday at the SUB had

medical and food supplies and then take them to

already been initiated by Carmen Thomas, Ann

Redemptive Enterprises' warehouse. But, because of last

Robertson and Gina Seashore. Sunday's sale alone netted

weekend's holiday, the firemen were not transferring

$161.63, thanks to the numerous people who donated

the donations.

cakes, brownies and cookies.
Beginning February 23 direct contributions to the

Reverend Marvin asked that students respond to this
immediate need for pick up vehicles. Gert Meulink and

earthquake fundwill becollected. A planning committee

three other UPS students worked ovet three hours

decided one person from each living group should be

Saturday transporting the donations to the warehouse.

require

responsible for collecting money from their group, and

Reverend Marvin said they would

donations will be accepted at a table in the SUB. All those

warehouse as long as the need exists in Guatemala.

help at the

persons accepting the funds will wear special identifying

Persons interested in donating some time should call him

name tags.. Also, an official account has been set up 'n

at 572-4488.

the cashier's office where checks made out to
the Guatamala Relief can be deposited.
With the help Of Carmen Thomas, a UPS student from

People at UPS can bring bedding, tents, medical and
food supplies to the basement of the International House
or the fire station at 6th and Puget Sound.
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In his after-speech press conference, Bailey answers an all-too-familiarbarrage of questions about Patty Hearst's case. Present from left to right are, University of Washington Daily reporter,
Seattle Times reporter, Bailey, University of Washington Daily photographer and Renton Hi-Line Times reporter.

defender bailey fights exhaustive legal battle
air of an antiquated southern belle.

by anna hibbard
The defense never rests, at least when the defense is Francis Lee Bailey.

Crossing his legs and folding his hands as he sat down, the stocky attorney
appeared restless, and anxious to proceed.

The most talked about lawyer since Clarence Darrow, Bailey, who spoke to
nearly 2,500 UPS students and faculty last Friday admits that he leads an

REPORTER: What criteria do you use in determining which cases you will

accelerated life.

accept and why did you decide to defend Patty Hearst?

"It's the action that keeps me going," insists the Boston-born attorney.
"I never take vacations—doing nothing bores me.

BAILEY: I decided to defend Patty Hearst because she asked me. I don't have

Author of an autobiography entitled "The Defense Never Rests," the 42

criteria of acceptance, but criteria of rejection.

year old lawyer has starred in some of the most sensational courtroom dramas
of the century.

REPORTER: Which are?

'

In the role of defense council, this tenacious easterner has a list of success
stories that includes: exoneration of Dr. Sam Sheppard acquittal, of four

BAILEY: They involve various kinds of people, those that are looking for acts

alleged participants in the Great Plymouth Mail Robbery, a favorable decision

of magic rather than legal representation.

for the alleged Boston Strangler and defense of Army Captain Ernest Medina
With a quick wit and perhaps quicker tongue, the former Marine Corp

REPORTER: Do you think a lawyer should accept a case if he doesn't believe

fighter pilot contends that a defense attorney has to be a maverick, he has to

the client is innocent?

buck the system to do his work.
"A trial lawyer in a contentious case is a paid professional fighter. The one

BAILEY: 'If lawyers didn't, 90% of our cases wouldn't have lawyers. There is

word that comes closest to what he ought to be is a renegade ...,A hundred
years ago you saw them walking down some dusty street with a couple of guns
shooting people That's all gone. Now it's more refined," Bailey once told a

no ethical right, indeed, there is an ethical duty to defend people whether

A trial lawyer...
is a paid professional fighter

reporter.

you

think they are innocent or not. That doesn't mean you put up false defense
but that does mean that they are defended; otherwise, you'd have to

turn

them all loose.

Born in Walthan Mass., in 1933 where his father was an advertising ma,
and his mother ran a nursery school, his law firm headquarters are

REPORTER: Do you

Boston—based.

admitted in US courtrooms?

think the

polygraph test will ever be

universally

The current Mrs. Bailey,a stylish and slender Lynda, is his third wife.
BAILEY: Oh, sure. The admissability of any kind of evidence starts off in a

The hero of American legal defense, is unorthodox in the courtroom, (with

spotty fashion. This was true of blood tests for paternity, voice prints, hair

unequalled skill in cross examination, and emphasis on detailed investigation)

particles and also true of various kinds of scientific analysis. At first, some

His unusualness is matched only by his uncommon path into the legal.field.

courts say yes and some say no. Eventually they get to the point where they

By his own accord, Bailey did "abominably" in his prep school studies.

all say yes.

Entering Harvard at age 16, he received two years of "gentleman's c's," got
bored, dropped out, and joined the Navy. After graduating as a Naval aviator,

I he terseness of his voice seemed to wane. Bailey, who had been launching

he was transferred to a fighter squadron in the Marine Corp„ nurturing his

answers like rounds in a rapid-fire machine gun, paused. He smiled, chuckled

insatiable love of flying.

to himself, then continued.

After serving as cbief legal officer for the Marine Corp. for two and a half
"Back in 1923, somebody tried to suggest that you could match a bullet to

years, Bailey entered Boston University Law School, where he graduated first

a particular firearm. The courts thought this was preposterous, but its a

in his class.
On the first day of classes, he opened an investigative service,
supplementing his school work with practical experience.
Currently onstage in the Patricia Hearst case, the nation looks on as 5' 7%"

matter of routine today."

duty to defend...
whether innocent or not

REPORTER: Are you looking for a particular kind of case?

Bailey defends the newspaper heiress.
Friday, February 13 was indeed an exhausting day, not only for Hearst;
but also for her lawyer. The cornerstone of the defense was laid as she testified
on the stand. "Patty tells terrifying kidnap talk," proclaimed newspaper
headlines from San Francisco to New York.
Friday at about 4 pm, 'Bailey's long week in court ended, but his evening's
agenda still contained commitments.
Destination for his 5:20 pm flight was the University of Puget Sound in
Tacoma Washington, where he would face university students and the press.
Awaiting his arrival in the university's F ieldhouse reporters from the
TRAIL and the TNT anxiously fidgeted in the ROTC lounge. There was a
commotion in the corridor and then cameras began clicking as Bailey and his
wife entered the lounge.
Bailey seemed pleasantly surprised as he glanced at the room's aerospace
trophies and plaques. Withdrawing to the back of the room, Lynda eminated a
smile of warmth in soft pale eyes framed with an abundance of blonde curls.
Clad in a stylish off-white pantsuit, 28-year old Mrs. Bailey seemed to wear the

BAILEY No, (with an annoyed almost angry tone/. You don't look for that
anymore than a particular type of jury. You take what's available and select
the best.
Like a traffic cop who's heard the same excuses year after year, Bailey
became almost bored as discussion turned to the too often talked about
Patricia Hearst case.
He lit up a Benson and Hedges, puffed several times and began tracing
circles in the bottom of a tarnished ashtray.
A lecture and two press conferences remained on Bailey's agenda when he
exited the ROTC office.
The defense attorney walked slowly across the hard wood floor to the
stage in the

UPS

fieldhouse. Mrs. Bailey's face showed signs of Obvious

concern about her husband's inevitable exhaustion.
"Where do you get all your energy?" one reporter asked a weary F. Lee
Bailey that evening.
"I'm beginning to question that myself," he replied.
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the
Advent Model
201 Tape
Deck

Th( Advent Model 201 Tape Deck
to our way of thinking, the ideal
source for playing music in the
home. It combines the important
characteristics of a high-performance
open-reel tape recorder with the
convenience of cassettes. The Advent
Model 201 will make recordings that
are indistinguishable from most
source material, including the best
stereo records and FM broadcasts.
Of equal importance, the Model 201
realizes the full potential of the new
"Dolbyized" commercially recorded
cassettes, the most significant source
of recorded music since the introduction of the stereo disc. The best of
the "Dolbyized" pre-recorded cassettes are easily the equivalent of the
best disc recordings, and the number
of releases will be continually increasing. The Model 201 has the
ruggedness and day-to-day operating
dependability of the best home
recorders, and will maintain its
original performance over long and
constant use.

Advent Corporation
Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139
- (617) 661-9500

The performance of the Model 201
is the result of several important
departures in the design and manufacture of a cassette recorder.

MUNI

VIIIA
111110

Villa Plaza
10323-13 Plaza Drive S.W.
Tacoma, Washington 98499
582-3600
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police ride along program available
Dear Editor,

edops

The Tacoma Police Department and the University of Puget
Sound operate an exchange of services program. The Police
Department has a police officer assigned on a full-time basis to the
campus. In return for City services, the University provides tuition
remission benefits to police officers and the use of faculty personnel

ups law school meets standards
Dear Editor,
This is in response to the letter from Randy
Fox concerning physical facilities at the University
of Puget Sound School of Law which appeared in
the December 5 issue of the TRAIL. I wish to
correct certain errors of fact which were contained

has. Ample time remains for making a decision.
Mr. Fox asks, "How can the University of
Puget Sound become a leading west coast law
school with obviously inadequate facilities?"
Within the past year the University of Puget Sound
School of Law underwent an exhaustive and
comprehensive review of its entire academic

in the text of that letter.
Mr. Fox says, "Current plans for the .facilities
on South Tacoma Way call for the ,renewal of a
five-year lease at a cost of almost $250,000 per
year." First while the University has an option to
renew, the renewal has not been negotiated and
does not require negotiation until six months prior
to expiration of the present lease on August 31,
1977. Thus, the statement is obviously erroneous.

program, its facilities, its faculty, its curriculum
and its library by accreditation teams representing
the American Bar Association and the American
Association of Law Schools. These studies resulted
in the granting • of full accreditation by both
bodies. The records indicate that neither of these
organizations grants full accreditation to law
schools which do not meet all accreditation
requirements of which adequate library holdings
and physical facilities are primary considerations.

Further, rental payable on the current lease is
considerable less than on half of the figure quoted
by Mr. Fox. Mr. Fox asks, "Why should we throw
away 1.25 million over the next five years when a

The granting of accreditation by these two
organizations is evidence that the University of
Puget Sound meets or exceeds the criteria required
for accreditation.

permanent facility could be built new?" There is,
obviously, no basis for the assumption made in
this question.

The University of Puget Sound has a
commitment to legal education and it is meeting
this commitment with administrative leadership
and resources and will continue to do so in the
future.

At this time several options remain open to the
University administration: renewal of the lease at
the present site is a possibility and the University
holds an option for this renewal; construction of a
new facility is being explored and remains an

sincerely,

option. It is neither prudent nor necessary for the
University to close off the options which it now

lloyd stuckey
financial vice president

relief sought for guatemala victims
Dear Editor,
As we all know, Guatemala was devastated by a
horrible earthquake, which caused 22,000 deaths,
75,000 wounded, and over 1 million starving.
Without help, the disaster will result in even more
dead.
To help the Guatemala victims there will be a

Guatemala Relief Committee member or an
assistant. Collectors will wear official name tags.
Our goal is $3000. If everyone contributes one
dollar (or more) this can easily, be realized. If you
do not live on Campus or if you might not be
home on Monday evening, you can donate your
money in the SUB.

Fund Raising Drive on Monday, February 23.
Money will be collected in every dorm by a

guatemala relief committee

a few points to clarify comments
Dear Editor,
A few points in response to
your editorial, "Is the Winterim
Program worth keeping?",
TRAIL, January 23. I want to
clarify that I did not say some of
the things you attributed to me.
I would never ascribe a lack of
self motivation, effort or hard
work to the faculty as a group. I
do not believe that Winterim
"classwork rarely equals that
done in a regular semester."
Finally, Winterim successes
include not only the courses you
quoted me as mentioning; they
include many other courses plus
many independent studies and
internships.
this
take
wish
to
I
opportunity to acknowledge the
hard work and imagination given
to Winterim by many faculty
members and students. Without
this *.dedicati9o.,-. the., WInteriin
Program would not have become

generally successful.
darrell reeck
winterim director.

(Editors Note: I would like to
respond with a few comments
on your points.
The January 23 Editorial
entitled, "Is the Winterim
program worth keeping?",
—Winterim is not a
says:
spectator sport,' Reeck said, 'it
requires self-motivation on the
part of the students and faculty.'
This is one of the major
problems according to the
former religion professor, since
both groups often expect a peak
experience from a class without
putting in the time and effort
needed to obtain it."
Thus, the article does not
quote you as ascribing a lack of

self motivation, effort or
haru'work to the faculty as a
group.
Classwork during a
concentrated one-month
Win terim course cannot equal,
or duplicate that of a four
month four-hours-a-week class,
which supports the Win terim
philosophy.
Lastly, the editorial states:
"But the January term is not
without its success stories, he
insisted, "point to the Hawaii
Biology Win terims, last year's
'Ethics in Administration,' the
mid winter Festival of the Arts
and the Alpine Skiing program."
Therefore, in no way did I
say that these were the only
success stories you mentioned.
I agree that the success
stories of Win terim have
required the hardwork,
imagination and dedication of
both UPS Faculty and students.)

for advisory and lecture purposes. The Tacoma Police Department
Liaison Program is designed to facilitate cooperation and
understanding between University and City constituents.
Jim Bass, working out of the Patrol Division, is the newest of the
Liaison Officers. He is available for assistance at the Safety/Security
Office Monday through Friday from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm. Services
available to the campus community through the Liaison Program
include the following:
Ride Along Program - Every other weekend the Liaison Officer
utilizes the Police Crime Prevention van to transport ten persons
from campus through the City, responding to police calls and
touring special attractions; i.e. the county and city jails, high crime
areas, etc.
Reports, Communications and Reference-Crime and accident
reports involving City and State police can be initiated through the
Liaison Officer. Additionally, the Liaison Officer serves as a
reference source for questions and problems related to the police
and the entire criminal justice system.
If anyone wishes to participate in the Ride Along Program,
contact the Safety/Security Office for further details. All persons are
encouraged to refer police and criminal justice questions and
problems to the Liaison Officer.
john m. hickey
director safety/security

trail satire attacked
Dear Editor,
Ms. Hibbard, the "pst" lacks
class, purely and simply. The
full-page escapade attempt by
the "pst" staff at satirical
writing failed, exposing a
personnelgrossly uneducated in
the fine art of satire.
Oh yes, the cause was
justified; this was made clear in
your own editorial on page six
of the "pst." Precedent was also
evident, as Denny MacGougan of
the "Tacoma News Tribune"
composes an annual expose on
UPS' Winterim and PLU's
Interim.
I attribute the pst's bumbling
presentation to lack of class,
though equally worthy an
explanation is the pst's tactic of
blood-thirstiness as personally
witnessed in the pst office.
The pst missed an
opportunity to jokingly poke
fun while making a legitimate
criticism. Instead the pst
presented a rude, rather crude
presentation (particularly in the
Honors offerings and "Financing
Your Education"), of relatively
little or no redeeming social
value.
The pst began to poke at the
Winterim program and lodged
attacks largely on the
administration. The pst's fine

print apology advised that
Winterim was often a failure
because students lack
initiative—then why not show
the error of the students' ways
rather than help them pass the
blame to the administration?
It's sad that the pst wasn't
able to do a better service for
the UPS community.I happen to
think that UPS would do just as
well on the quarter system,
leaving Winterim far behind. I've
never gotten my first choice
when registering for
Winterim—two years my first
choice wasn't even in the
catalogue.
Tell the UPS students to get
on the stick and to quit blaming
the administration and faculty.
(I've never met a Winterim prof
who wasn't overworked trying
to get something across to the
students in only a month's
time.)
If UPS keeps the Winterim
for next year perhaps the pst
will graciously offer a course
entitled "slaughtering a mistaken
target" including techniques
enabling students to tie every
other statement to a political
controversy and drawing blood
from an ink well.
linda woodson

...the shoe that fits?
UPS will soon have too many
tenured professors.
Philip Phibbs
President
proposed that each department
have one position not eligable
for tenure. This angered many
Last Saturday morning

nearly 50 faculty and
administrators met in a three
hour session to discuss the
problem.
Amid flying fur and ruffled
feathers, Phibbs suggested that
any decision on..a.faculty.hiring
system be postponed one year.
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winterim not lacking innovation
Dear Editor,
In response to your editorial

much less than during a regular

semester tends to exaggerate the
in the January 23 issue of the issue of course satisfaction.
TRAIL, I would trust you with This is an important issue, and
please printing the following one that needs to be
corrections to the statements considered—it is not to say that
you had me make in the next Winterim courses are
issue of the TRAIL. Thanks. I
uninteresting or that they lack
do not remember saying that I
thought the Winterim courses
this year were less innovative
and uninteresting. Nor do I
remember giving you any course
enrollment figures. What I did
say was that the Winterim as a
term which attempts to offer
one course each to some 2,300
students, necessarily having to
limit the sizes of courses, will
find it difficult to, as you put it
"please all of the people, all of
the time". Students faced with
class closures for a first, second,
or third choice may be faced
with alternates whose course
content may be uninteresting to
them. The facts that a student

will enroll in only one course
during the Winterim and that the
selection of courses offered is

innovation.
olivia arnason
(Editor's note- As you point out,
the nature of the Win terim,
where students take only one
class rather than four, could
exaggerate the issue of course
satisfaction—or disatis faction.
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ones they enjoy, causing a
problem, which I pointed out in
the Editorial. As you pointed
out no specific enrollment
figures to me, you were
attributed with no exact figures
in the article. The Winterim has
many good and bad points and
some of these as you point out
should be considered.)

ups students cruise europe
Dear Editor,
Typical old Dutch scenes are coming to reality for us here on the
Holland Exchange Program, for the lakes and moats around the
campus are frozen and students and others from the area are
donning their skates. It has been quite cold of late and it has been a
change for all of us, the Dutch included, because they have had very
mild winters in recent years. Now snow has been on the ground for a
short while and it really does look like winter is here.
Many of us saw winter scenes in many parts of Europe during our
Christmas vacations. We all traveled through much of Western
Europe and the majority of us concentrated on Italy and the
countries around her. We were somewhat like children looking into a
candy shop window trying to decide what to get; for us the choice
was where to go, as armed with Eurail passes any country in Western
Europe was a possibility. Narrowing down all what we wanted to see
according to the time we had was a difficult task indeed.
I roamed all over visiting Munich, Vienna, Roma, Pompeii, Capri,
Florence, Seine, Nice, Monaco, Cannes and Barcelona. It was indeed
a fantastic adventure. Certain moments really stand out in my mind
and I'll never forget them.
Keeping up with this semester's work is now the major
occupation and it is already almost over as time goes so rapidly.
After our finals in the first week of March we have a two week
program called "International Business Operations" where we visit
major multinational companies here in the Netherlands. After this
we have a "Seminar on East-West Relations" where we have one
week of lectures on campus and then a week in Berlin. In Berlin we
have discussions with experts on the topic.
Easter vacation then follows the Berlin trip and again many
countries will be visited. After a refreshing vacation a most
educational experience will be had by spending a four-to-six week
period with a business firm in Europe. I'll tell you more about this in
my next letter.
Meanwhile, greetings from the UPS group in Holland.
best,
randy bera

low interest in entertainment deplored
Dear Editor,
Students at UPS are constantly complaining
about the poor social life on campus. They say
that this is a "dead" school, and that they have
nothing to do on week-nights. This is not true.
People are not taking advantage of the
oppoftunities available to them. The Cellar and
Showcase both have programs during the week.
The Cellar provides entertainment an average of
two times per week, and Showcase at least twice
per month.
Attendance of Cellar and Showcase events has
been extremely poor, for no apparent reason.
The problem is not in the publicity of the
programs. Posters are posted, fliers are flown, and
announcements are announced. The Tattler tattles,
and What's UPS (3316) speaks. Perhaps the
students of UPS don't read what they see, or
maybe they just don't comprehend.
Many times, after a good show, people say to
me, "I would have come if I had heard something
about this before", or "Why don't you publicize?"
At this point I am always tempted to start shoving
Tattlers down various throats.
The problem is not in the variety of
entertainment. We have had jazz, folk-music,
bluegrass, an actor, soft-rock, and bawdy English
tavern songs. Of course, not everyone likes

everything, but everyone likes something.
Why do most people seem to prefer to sit in
front of the television and gripe about prime-time
commercials than to attend a free concert? Is the
"Bionic Woman" really better than a blues
guitarist? Why does Baretta's bird have more
appeal than a good get-down jazzy band? Are
people just too lazy to walk from their rooms to
the SUB? Do you want to spend the rest of your
life watching "Donny and Marie"?
As chairman of Campus Showcase, 1 am faced
with these questions, and am unable to find
satisfactory answers. I am tired of having to
apologize to performers for the pathetically poor
audience turnout, which has lately been limited to
about twenty people.
You are missing out on a lot of good
entertainment from talented young performers. It
is unfortunate if your cultural life is centered
around your beloved stereo and Jack- in-the-Box.
We, in Student Program, try to get
entertainment that the students want. We listen to
suggestions, and ask for opinions, but it can be
very discouraging when people don't even show up
for a performance that they have asked for.
merry hoffmeyer
campus showcase

a weekly publication of the
associated students of the university
of puget sound. opinions expressed
in the trail ate not necessarily those
of the university, its administration
faculty, the associated student body
or the puget sound trail staff.

room 214
student union building
1500 n. warner
98416

tacorna, vva
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clifford to direct extra-curricular student life
Editor's Note: Effective February 1, 1976, Richard Dale

CLIFFORD: From an early time in my experiences at

which we're taking advantage of the new technology that

Smith resigned as Administrative Vice President of the

UPS, I became involved in universitygovernancethrough

is available to us.

university the become manager of the Port of Tacoma.

committee work. I was elected chairman of a couple of

I'm very concerned that we provide a mechanism for

Associate Professor of Chemistry H. James Clifford was

committees the first year I was eligible to serve on

every student to realize any leadership potential that he

appointed to fill the position, which consolidated various

committees at the institution. I was subsequently elected

or she may have. One of my primary concerns will be to

university departments dealing with student life. In the

to the Faculty Senate and thereafter elected to the

provide a mechanism through extra-curricular events, or

following interview by TRAIL reporter Mike Purdy, Dr.

chairmanship of the Senate. So, I've been actively

extra-curricular intellectual engagements, or activities on

Clifford discusses how he views his new position.

involved in many -aspects of university governance as a

campus for the realization of that potential.

faculty member. I think I did have a reasonable
PURDY: How did you get the job? Did you think

I'm concerned about our attrition rate. I would like to

perspective after my year as Senate Chairman as to what

you had much of a chance in getting it? And, when did

was involved in at least a significant mid-management

you learn of the job opportunity?

position in administration, and it was with that

know why students come to UPS, why they leave, and
why they stay, if they do. I would like to have a better
diagnosis of why we are, or why we may not be, a
desirable institution for undergraduates. It is, of course,

perspective, of course, that I tried to evaluate the
CLIFFORD: The opportunity to take the position

desirability of taking this position, and subsequently

couldn't have come as moi.e of a surprise to anyone than

made the decision. I've had technically no formal training.

it did to me. I had no inclination, whatsoever, before

institution, with a liberal arts core, that we can possibly

All of my training was extra-curricular in nature.

become. That's the challenge before us. It's before the.

our ambition to ultimately become the best quality

January 9th that there was even a possibility. On January
9th I received a telephone message in Tallahasse, Florida,

entire University community—the faculty, administration,
and students.

PURDY: What are your areas of responsibility for this
office?

which appeared to be of an emergency nature to return a

Primarily, I want to know where the average UPS

call to Tacoma. I returned the call. It was to President
Phibbs' home. President Phibbs stated that there was an

CLIFFORD: The office really involves almost every

student is at, how they perceive the institution, and how

opportunity to take on an administrative post at the

aspect of extra-curricular life, or other than classroom

they think I can improve their life here. That's my job.

institution, and that the decision would have to be made

activities of a UPS student, from acquisition to alumni
PURDY: Do you think that UPS should retain the 4-1-4
system?

in a rather short period of time. With that I flew back and

relations. To be more specific: the admissions area;

spent long hours discussing it with President Phibbs and

housing policy; the Chaplain's office`; career services,

my wife and decided that it was the kind of challenge and

which is placement currently, but that will change when

exciting opportunity that I really couldn't turn down. It

George Mills takes on his new position.

CLIFFORD: It's obvious to me now that there are things

PURDY: What will George Mills' office entail?

to be said both for and against it. When I was a professor

CLIFFORD: George Mills will be called the Director of

us ... I think the burden of the Winterim, the burden of

sounded like the kind of thing I might be able to do

here in the chemistry department, I was against it. It hurt

something with realistically, and with that made the
decision to go ahead.

Academic Advising and Career Counseling. Therefore, he

producing imaginative challenging, first class courses in on

PURDY: How do you view having to leave teaching and

will take on the responsibilities that have been Darrell

the faculty. I think we need to study the Winterim. We

take on an administrative post?

Reeck's responsibilities this year as head of freshman

need to ask "How can we improve the Winterim?",

advising. He will activate the advising program for upper

possibly in a seminar format.

CLIFFORD: With great reluctance. I enjoyed the

division students, and we will have the kind of program

classroom very much. It was one of the factors that

for transfer students in the future that we do currently

caused extreme reservations with regard to accepting the

for freshmen, that is placing them with an advisor of their

to a Monday-Wednesday-Friday, and Tuesday-Thursday

job. I did express to President Phibbs the wish to stay in

choice, in a class with their advisor. So UPS is going to

schedule. So you'll be able to take certain of your classes

the classroom to some extent. He questioned the reality

move toward an active participation in advising students

on Monday-Wednesday-Friday, and certain other classes

of that, given the added responsibilities I have, inherent to

as capably as possible. It will involve all our student body

on Tuesday-Thursday. This will get rid of the Tuesday

this position. However, I am going to remain in the

and the entire faculty. Career placement will also be

night holiday atmosphere. I think it's an asset to get rid of

classroom to some extent, and I will be teaching an

under Mills which will include all the work study

it. Another thing is that it gives you at least 48 hours

honors course in the fall to freshmen. And hopefully I'll

positions as well as interviews with prospective employers,

between each class for preparation, which means you

be able to teach an early morning class at least once a

etc.

don't have to hit four courses Monday night real hard to

I think there's a move afoot to go away from the
Monday-Tuesday-Thursday-Friday class schedule and go

year, maybe once a semester, to keep in touch with the

be ready for Tuesday or hit four courses really hard

students primarily. I think it's vital for someone in my

PURDY: Are there any particular areas that you are

Thursday night to get ready 'for Friday. That's not only

position who is primarily involved in coordinating

interested in looking into, with the view of changing?

true of students but of faculty.

extra-curricular student life to keep in touch with the
CLIFFORD: Yes. As a scientist, I have been working in

students.

PURDY: How will the status of the Dean of Students

the past with computer technology. Having been in Jones

office change now that the office does not have

Hall now only a few weeks, it's apparent to me that we're

PURDY What do you see as your career goals?

vice-presidential status any more, and that a new

duplicating efforts to some extent, and we're trying to

vice-president is over it?

run the administrative portion of the institution entirely

CLIFFORD: I'm perfectly satisfied with the University of

on people power. Our days are numbered in which we can

Puget Sound, and given the new administrative

CLIFFORD: I see no change whatsoever in the status,or

continue to do this efficiently. The staff here is

responsibilities, which 'areforeign to me, one could not in

the activities, or the nature of the Dean of Students

tremendously overworked ... I think the day has come

good conscience say that I was doing a keen job at this

office. I work quite well with John English, and over the

when we have to go to master files for every student and

point. I'm still learning what my job really is. I think it
will be many years before I've had an opportunity to

years we've gotten along fantastically, and neither of us
anticipate any change in that relationship.

recall these master files in the various areas of the

accomplish the kinds of things that I think are possible in

institution using the computer capabilities we will have as

the context of this position. So I have no future plans

soon as the new computer is purchased ... Everyone in

other than to do this job as best as I know how.

the building (Jones Hall) has their own files on the same

PURDY: Summing things up, how are you getting along
in your new position?

students, and I think that's ludicrous. There are some
PUR DY : What types of previous administrative

inherent inefficiencies in our system. We should study it

experience have you had before this position?

and optimize our efficiency and move into an age in

CLIFFORD: Thus far, I've found things extremely
exciting; it's been something of an adventure.
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futurist denounces system

theobald proposes educational redirections
by karl ohls'
Futurist Robert Theobald denounced our current
education system as worthless and proposed his own
alternative in a lecture in the SUB lounge last month.
He gave his view of college. "When you come to

"Buckminster Fuller was once asked if he was a
genius. He said, 'Of course not. Some children are just less
damaged than others.' "
Theobald said his system would stress three things.
First, communication skills. "Second, a crash course in

college you will be grown up," he said. "You Will

social dilemma. Third, finding out who we are," by

cooperate with other people, except during designated

engaging in some sort of activity. He said he would take

periods called exams. If you're caught cooperating then
it's called cheating and you're thrown out on your neck."
He said research has proven that all grades show is
"the ability to get grades. They really don't show
anything. They're used to put handles on people. For
instance, 'Jill Smith gets A grades.' "

• into account that all classes really don't run for the same
amount of time.
"Evaluation would be on has somebody grown or
not."
He called the current system "radically inhumane."
"And university students accept it. They'll go through

The studying process for high grades is counter
productive, he indicated. "You're just putting
information into a short-term memory.

any hoop as long a's they're promised a job. Only there
aren't enough jobs."
Theobald lectured as part of the Winterim speakers

"At the end of the course, when you've done the test,
onegoes out, gets drunk and otherwise clears his head for
the next course.

program. The audience was small, but very attentive. His
British accent and sense of humor contributed to his
appeal.

"An educational system which uses the carrot and
stick method is flawed. It's not an educational system as I
understand it.

Theobald is the author of over a dozen books, editor
of Futures Conditional magazine and head of the
Spokane-based Northwest Regional Foundation. As a

"In school one learns how to pretend to pay
attention."

futurist Theobald analyzes and theorizes about where we
are now and where we're going.

Theobald said the system he envisions would take into
account a second Copernican revolution. "In the first one,
we learned the earth is not the center of the universe. In

In his wide ranging talk Theobaldcommentedon a
number of other areas.
He said UPS "Should be more involved with

the second, that each one of us inhabits a different world.
Futurist Robert Theobald tells students that the process of studying for
high grades is counter-productive. He spoke in the SUB lounge last month
as part of the VVinterorn speakers program.

Pizza Haven
makes
house calls.

Use the coupon below to save 500.

Be it ever so humble, there's no place like home to eat pizza.
So call Pizza Haven any time after 5 p.m. and we'll bring a
hot pizza right to your door. Choose from 16 toppings—
hundreds of combinations! If you want, we'll also bring spaghetti dinners, Checkered Chick Fried Chicken, salads and
soft drinks. Call tonight!

problem-solving in Tacoma. The attitude here was that
the campus was "a group of buildings surrounded by the
community."
"There's no futurist left, who's studied the situation,
who would say we're not in a major transition.",
He categorized futurists Into three types. The first are
"positive extrapolists." The "say change is coming, but it
will happen gradually, without great catastrophic
happenings." The second are "negative extrapolists."
"They look at rising pollution the loss of raw materials,
and the breakdown of the social system ... " and
conclude everything is going bad. "The next group are the
romantics. They say that if all of us were nice to each
other tommorrow morning everything would be great.
They're led by

Jonathan Livingston Seagull and Charles
Reich (author of the Greening of America I."
He said we already have George Orwell's newspeak
(from the novel "19841, where the government

redefined the news every morning to cover current
policies. He said we have it in that memories are short,
people can't remember what yesterday's events were.
"There's no sense of history." He finds this dangerous in
that any public figure can interpret the past for his own
purposes.
He expressed shock that people in the US would
consider using food as a weapon against other countries.
He said this points to a "psychic breakdown." "The
breakdown might not come in your generation or your
children's generation, but in mine. Unless we change

This coupon good
for 50; off on any
Pizza Haven home
delivery. Limit
one coupon per
delivery. Expires
March 31, 1976
Cash value l/204.

direction I don't think we'll survive until the year 2000."
He said the solution is to "try to convince people that
acting humanely is in their own self-interest.
"Are we prepared to shift the system ... try to create
a new one? No one's done it."
He expressed reservations about the lecture circuit and
hoped this would be his last year doing it. "There's
something wrong with this whole mode. I have all the
answers, and you're supposed to come listen to me. I
know I'm perpetuating this sort of thing, but I think it's
worthwhile, for this year."

on any Pizza Haven Home Delivery.
L
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Pizza Haven
North Tacoma 2803 6th Ave. 383-1797
Lakewood 6007 - 100th S.W. 584-5881
Puyallup 505 N. Meridian 848-2366

Or look in the Yellow Pages under "Pizza"

grerte's Bouquet
Vlowers timi Gifts

5942 6th Avenue
Tacoma, Washington 98406
Phone 565-1900

1em. mud Groydott Bailey
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dual recital sunday
The UPS School of Music will present two of its
students, Kum Sik Kim and Linda John, in a dual recital,
on Sunday, February 22nd at 4:00 pm, in Jacobsen
Recital Hall on the UPS campus.
Kum, a Junior majoring in vocal performance and
music education, is a scholarship student and is a member
of the Adelphian Concert Choir. She will be performing a
motet, Exsultante, Jubilate,

by Mozart, three songs by

Brahms, and "Una Voce Poco Fa," from Rossini's Barber

of Seville.
Linda John, a senior majoring in music education, is a
Garrigues Foundation Scholarship winner in violin, and
has soloed with many groups, including the Tacoma
Symphony Young People's Concert, the Congress of
Strings Orchestra, and the Tacoma Youth Symphony, of
which she is concert mistress. She is also concert mistress
of the UPS Chamber Orchestra, principal 2nd violin with
the Tacoma Symphony, and a member of the Tacoma
Symphony String Quartet. She will be playing Chaconne
by Thomas Vitali, and the first movement of Brahms

Violin Concerto in D Major.
The recital is complimentary, and the public is
welcome.

cello concert featured
The Green River Music Company in performance. They'll be at UPS this coming Tuesday.
Professor Daniel Lynch and sixteen of his 'cello

music company to perform jazz
The Green River Music Company

instrumental and vocal soloists, and

addition to a high level of individual

will perform in the Student Union

comedy routines. It's a well-staged,

ability in music and the experience of

Lounge at the University of Puget

smoothly arranged, professional

writing and staging a production, we

Sound on Tuesday, February 24 at

performance currently making a

want our students to get out on the

8:30 pm.

40-stop tour of the United States.

road to know what it's like to be in

The Music Company is a

"The Music Company tour is part

combination of an instrumental jazz

of a study and performance program

The show is free to UPS students

group, a vocal jazz group, and a great

in jazz at the college," explains the

with an ASB card, a dollar without.

deal more. The "more" is dancers,

group's director, Pat Thompson. "In

the entertainment business."

students will be presenting an "All 'Cello Concert In
Memory of Pablo Casals" on Wednesday, February 25, as
8:15 pm, in Jacobsen Recital Hall, on campus. This is the
second year that this unique group has performed at UPS.
They have also performed off campus, including a recent
concert at Charles Wright Academy, in Tacoma.
The first part of the concert features several soloists.
Professor Lynch will be performing "Meditation from
Thais" by Jules Massenet. He will be assisted by Carol
Mukhalian on harp. Two other solo works will be the first
movement of the

Concerto in G Minor, op. 49,

by

Kabalevsky, played by John Tangborn accompanied by
Michael Lobberegt, and Prelude, from Bach's Suite in G
Major performed by Debra Henke. Merle Harris, John

variety one-acts to premiere

Tangborn, Tina McClellan, and Debra Henke, will for a
quartet for DeSwert's Elegy for Four 'Celli.
Works for 'cello orchestra are featured in the second
half of the concert. Mr. Lynch directs the larger ensemble

The one-acts are back, with three student-directed

of the family. lanuzzi has attempted to place emphasis on

plays promising to regale a variety of tastes. After

characterization rather than plot in this production and

dedicated weeks of rehearsal, they premiere February 19

hopes to topple the stereotyped image of the Italian. He

and will run through the 21st (Thurs., Fri., Sat).

describes the roles presented as demanding, being for each

Director Robin Degon will be presenting a satirical
farce entitled

Doing a Good One for the Red Man.

of the actors a complete departure from any part they
have played in the past.

'Featuring Kris Karlstrom and Irene Fyfe as a couple of

And for a change of pace, Richard Anderson will

honeymooning tourists and Dave Chavez as the Indian

present Lanford Wilson's delightful comedy "Ikke, lkke,

whom they encounter, it lightly examines the degradation

Nye, Nye, Nye", a play whose title remains to be

suffered by the red man in American society. Though

explained. Here we are given the voluptuous young Edith

intended to be humorous, its valuable message in an era of

(Lisa Feury) in frustrating pursuit to seduce a mailboy

social oppression is quite clear.

named Graham (Doug Newell). With visions of prestige,

My People,

written and directed by Gerry lanuzzi,

Edith's motives are clear: to land the ill-fated son of the

is a true story It is a drama about an Italian immigrant

company president. Alas, poor Graham, the typical

family living aroung the period of 1915. Focussing upon

mama's boy, finds trouble expressing himself (with

their struggles, the play involves . a woman (Cecilia

exception to heavy breathing over the phone). And so the

Koontz) striving to hold onto tradition, her son Tonio

zany action proceeds.

(Eric Pinder), daughter Carmella (Marie Campanoli) who

The three nightly performances will each begin at 8:00

wants to leave her husband, and the son-in-law Jeno
(Chuck Hichardsonl, a young man trying to gain control

pm in the UPS Inside Theater. Admission is $1.00, festival

in works by Vivaldi, Barber, Tansman and Villa-Lobos,
and has arranged two of the numbers for 'cello orchestra:
Barber's Adagio for Strings and Vivaldi's Concerto for

Two 'Celli.
The concert promises to be an interesting one, and the
public is welcome to this complimentary event.

1 10. M.1,..4411 ,

1300P Sc4A,
'.4)

PLUS OTHER
VINTAGE COMEDY

THURSDAY FEB. 26 CELLAR
ALSO:

seating only.

FEATURING

puget sound fanfare : arts in seattle

Our Gan g

BETTY BOOP

Three
Stooges

KOKO
UPSNB —Free concerts, a musical comedy and an
exhibition of graphic arts, sculpture and painting—they'll

Seferian, conductor, are scheduled features for an 8 pm
concert Saturday in the Opera House.

all be on stage when the University of Puget Sound

Easter Sunday events include performances by the

presents "F ANFAR E!" at the Seattle Center

Adelphian Concert Choir, which will have just returned

Saturday--Sunday, April 17-18.

from a tour of the British Isles, and the University

Philip M. Phibbs, president of the university, said the
festival will mark the first time an out-of-town school has
rented the Seattle facilities as a showcase for its musicians
and artists. Some 200 students and faculty from UPS will
participate in the official Bicentennial event, funded by
the Univar Foundation.

Concert time is 3 pm in the Playhouse.

Musser, and the Tacoma Symphony Orchestra, Edward

Harold Llo y d

During the two-day Bicentennial celebration, there
also will be exhibits in the lobbies and foyers of the Opera
House and Playhouse of paintings, prints, drawings,

The UPS Symphonic Band, directed by Robert

MAX FLEISCHER

of "Celebration" at 8 pm April 18 in the Playhouse.

sculpturet and ceramics by faculty and students of the

Tutor.

FAT BERTHA

The festival will ccnclude with a second performance

"FANFARE!" will open with a presentation of
Harvey Schmidt at 2 pm Saturday, April 17, at the

Ozzie and
Harriet

THE BOUNCING BALL

Chamber Orchestra under the direction of Daniel Lynch.

"Celebration," the two-act musical by Tom Jones and
Playhouse. Director of the play is theatre professor Rick

BIMBO
CAB CALLOWAY

UPS art department.

THE MOST SENSATIONAL SERI

8:00

OF ANIMAJ:f0 FILMS EVER SEEN ON

THE 3ILVER- gREF/_
4

-

Free tickets to all 'FANFARE!" events will be
available in mid-March at the Seattle Center and other
outlets to be announced,

_
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musical trilogy troops provide entertainment
by chuckles richardson

The set was simple. One shack occupied the stage most

Anderson. Her voice characterizations were very tunny.

of the time. The movement was noncommital, with some

We never cared (or found out) whether Ms. Anderson

UPStage productions, for those of you who still don't

entrances that were awkward. The show was not tightly

could sing well or not. Anderson switched from Ella, to

know, are directed and designed by UPS students rather

knit either, in pacing or flow. But, don't let this make you

Passionella, and back again with skill and aplornt

than faculty. UPStage I was covered in the last issue of

think that the show was not enjoyable. Quite:- the

Pete Sauers also turned in a four star comedy

the TRAIL.

opposite. It was a delightful performance. Much, much

performance as Flip, the earthy, youth cult star. Who, in

UPStage II was rather special. The three directors;
Cheri Cozort, Corky Somers, and William Bingham

better than I was afraid it was goingto be, with only three

the surprise ending finds happiness as a janitor with Ella

weeks of rehearsal.

the chimney sweep. Sauers also moved between characters

undertook a project that, to my knowledge, has never

The Lady or the Tiger, directed by Corky Somers

before been attempted by students at UPS. Namely: the

(that's right, the same girl who played Eve), is a show that

three musicals which were presented on Jan. 22, 23, and

deals, satirically, with another aspect of male-female

24. These directors put together the trilogy of musicals in

relationships, jealousy.

with assurance. They certainly had a lot of time to do it
in. Costume changes were terribly long.
Tony Nordone played the narrator. I hope he wasn't
as nervous as he looked. A narrator must rely on his voice

only three weeks. A phenomenal task when you realize

Marc Johnson, playing the balladeer, started the show

that that means singing, dancing, and dialogue, all had to

looking uncomfortable but slipped quickly into the

faultless. But, he would have made the audience a great

be perfected in that short time. Special praise is due to

groove he needed to be in. His voice was not unpleasant.

deal more comfortable with him if he would have

Ms. Cozort, Ms. Somers, Mr. Bingham, and to the cast and

And, his storytelling manner was effective.

crew.

and Mr. Nordones delivery and timing were nearly

loosened up and unclenched his fists once or twice during

Marie Campanoli, who starred as Princess Barbara, has

the performance.

Part I, of the trilogy of The Apple Tree, was The Diary
of Adam- and Eve. Jerry Hooker starred as Adam, and

been trained as a classical singer. In The Lady or the Tiger

Passionella's gowns (the costume mistress was Lisa

this turned out to be a disadvantage. Ms. Campanoli had

Feury I were ideal for her, the bosomy blond was
perfectly slinky.

Corky Somers as Eve. Mr. Hooker surprised me

to overcome her natural, light, high tone to play the gutsy

pleasantly, on Friday night, when I found out that not

Barbara. She did it very well too. Sadly, however, I'm sure

Cozorts choreography was fairly enjoyable stock

only is he an actor of some merit, he is a very competent

that not many gentlemen noticed her lovely voice.

chorus line stuff. But, the cast looked like a Junior High

singer as well. He was excellent as the harried Adam, and

Campanoli played a many faceted character; seductive,

School marching band, stiff, self conscious. They didn't

had good Lomic timing. Hooker's last monologue was very

confused, and terrifying in her jealous rage. Although

enjoy it. Or, if they did, they managed not to show it.

moving as he spoke of his wife's death and the lives of his

Campanoli's stature does not easily lend itself to bring

Speaking of choruses, rather than being strong points

children.

across the regal rage needed for Barbara, it did not deter

in the two shows that used them, they were the
weaknesses. They weren't having as much fun with the

I've had the pleasure of hearing Ms. Somers sing in the

her in the least. One wonders if Campanoli's newlywed

past. And, I must say that, as Eve, Somers did not

husband has yet enjoyed (?) this unexpected side of her.

disappoint me. Her voice doesn't have the "belting"

Captain Sanjar, Barbara's lover, was played by Jon

quality that one associates with musical comedy singers.

Brevik. Mr. Brevik has a marvelous singing voice.

On the bright side, the three musicals provided an

It has a softer, more mellow, sound that is easy to listen

Unfortunatly, in these shows, it makes him too

entire evening of entertainment for a buck. What happier
ending?

to. And it fit the character of Eve like a glove. Her

noticeable, overpowering, and overshadowing the lesser

performance in Inquest and now, as a comedienne, show

talented. But, we can't hold his being too good against

her to have great range as an actress.

him. Brevik did well as the macho Captain but brought

The final member of the cast was Pon Stempezynski,

little to it in the way of characterization.

performing as the Snake. On the night I viewed the shows,

Sally Jacobsen played Sanjar's lovely alternative to the

Mr. Stempezynski was very ill and, because of his throat

fiery Barbara, and Pete Sauers appeared as the pompous

condition, I could not understand a single word he sang,

King Arik.

or said. That is no exaggeration. In my opinion his

Ms. Cozort had little chance to exhibit her

number with Eve could have been, and should . have been

terpsichorean skills on the stage crowded with harem

cut from the show. I know Stempezynski worked as hard

Paraphenalia.

as anyone to put the show together. And, thus, was

Somers was not heavy handed with the show. And,

entitled to perform. But, that was no performance; the

what might have come across as strained humor was light

poor guy sounded as if he were dying of something awful.

and easy to enjoy.

If the director, Ms. Cozort, was not striving for some
measure of professionalism I would say go ahead and let
him go on. But, I also feel if she is not going to try to
achieve this goal she should not sell tickets. It just wasn't

was fouled by the off-balance movement of
Stempezynski. He knocked Ms. Somers about regularly in

counseling groups offered
The Counseling Center/Center for Human
Development is offering a number of group experiences as
avenues for personal development. Groups planned for
the spring semester include:
Developing Personal Potential This opportunity is

The costumes were colorful and exotic. In them, the

available for individuals to explore within a supportive

women all looked lovely, and the men suitably barbaric.

group setting, their strengths and possibilities for growth

William Bingham directed the third story of the

Passionella. Passionella

evening,

in the best interests of the show, or Stempezynski's
health. Even Ms. Cozorts most imaginative choreography

shows as they should have. There was not a great deal of
concentration or stage presence either.

and self-fulfillment. Using a variety of planned and

seemed to be the

positive experiences, each person increases his/her

audiences favorite. It was a flashy show, full of fun and

capacity to more fully utilize personal abilities and

glittering entertainment.

resources.

Ella, the dowdy chimney sweep, and Passionella, the

Women's Group - Women today are defining their

luscious movie star, were played, hilariously, by Ingrid

identity and roles in many different ways. This small

what should have been a smooth dance.

group will offer women an opportunity to explore the
conflicts and questions resulting from the changes in

ETCHINGS
LITHOGRAPHS
WOODCUTS

art faculty talented

women's lives. Topic will include: 1.) what significant
influences have effected who I am today. 2.1 how do I see
myself as a result of these influences, and 3.) what choices

by janet dodge
Don't let the Art Faculty Exhibit be another one of those activities at UPS
that you always meant to attend but just didn't get around to. It is too
The exhibit is being shown in the Kittredge Gallery until February 29, so
neither time nor transportation can be an excuse for missing the showings of
the many varieties of art from our art department. It is open to visitors
Helen Gregory, who teaches Jewelry and Enamelling at UPS, has a jewelry
exhibit which emphasizes on work done with silver and bone. Ken Stevens,
who teaches Ceramics, has some landscape plates on show that are really
attractive with graceful mountain scenes in the background. He also has a
•

called

"palimpsest." They are odd little sculptures done in brick, soapstone, bronze,
and plaster. Robert Vogel, who teaches Drawing & Figure Drawing-Painting
did several works on the theme of a cow skull. He also did a self portrait called
"A very serious self portrait" of which he makes himself appear to be stern
and cold to the world.
Bill Colby, who is chairman of the department, did a great deal of
watercolors on the theme of staircases that I found to be really interesting and

University of Puget Sound

abstract. He also did a color woodcut called "Titlow Reds" that is unusual and
attractive. Another watercolor he did that was very different from "Titlow

Kittredge Gallery

Reds" yet had the same eye-appealing effect was "Of Space and Time IV". It
was an intriguing mixture of lavender and greens.

Monday, February 23

One of the most eye-catching (or almost eye blinding) exhibits is one done
by Marcia Jartun who is the Gallery Director. It is named "Happy 200th" and
done in acrylic.lt did a really fascinating little thing with a Sunmaid raisin box.

10 8

It is a type of art called "Chine-Colle" of which she has a explanation written
out as well. Marcia Jartun also has a print on exhibit that she did with a log

ARRANGED BY

that washed up on the beach. She inked the log, made a print, and then made

DAVIDSON (iALLEUES

other figures on top of the print. She teaches Prints, Lettering, and Drawing.
Everything in the art exhibit is unique. It is fun to see how an experienced
faculty member views life and beauty and to observe their - skillful ways of om-xessionL •

- • •

•

Therapy Group - This group is for people who are
human behavior. The group will concentrate on
understanding self conflicts as well as conflicts with other
significant people in the students' lives. This group is
designed for those desiring an intense growth experience.

weekdays from 9 am to 4 pm and Sundays from 1 pm to 4 pm.

EXHIHIBITION
8c SALE

sexuality, career, and life goals. Limit of 12.
seeking a greater understanding of themselves and of

interesting to be ignored.

series of things to be found scattered among the other exhibits

do I want to make about my life, re: relationships,

Career/Life Planning Group - This group will offer
students an opportunity to learn the necessary skills for
effective career and life planning. These include:
becoming more aware of self (including one's interest,
values, and abilities). 2.) learning how to set life and
career goals. 3.) learning how to evaluate options and
make career decisions. Limit of 12.
Assertiveness Group - This is an eight session group
whose goal is to help members "stand up for themselves",
using appropriate low-risk methods. Exercises will include
work on structured situations as well as personal problems
brought in by members. Limit of 10.
Communication Skills Group - This group experience
is designed to help students better understand themselves
and others, and specifically to demonstrate how such
understanding and empathy can be effectively
communicated. Members will participate in a variety of
experiences Important among these experiences will be
group discussion and role-playing exercises where group
members can witness and experience the skills they are
attempting to acquire. Limit of 10.
Individuals interested in participating in one of the
groups offered should contact the Counseling and Human
Development Centei by Phone (756-3372) or personally
(SUB 2011 as soon as possible. Group will meet at a time
convenient to the members. of the group.
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bender house leader

r:the campaign trail
t-T

by penny drost
A few weeks ago the Washington State House of Representatives received a

---

face lift. I refer specifically to the resignation of Speaker Leonard Sawyer, a
man who had managed to manipulate the power of the Majority Caucus into
the hands of a select few. It was a forced resignation—coming shortly after a

reagan termed cheap

majority of the House Democrats requested it.
Assuming you agree with this action, and it's hard not to, as a Logger you
can make a small claim to fame. For way back in May of last year a small

by malcolm turner
Pretend you are one of those rock-ribbed Republican

that localities have a peculiar way of misallocating

group of Democrats began a discreet campaign, to oust Sawyer, and one of

allocations, programs for "socials" be damned.

those men was Rep.esentative Rick Bender—a young man who has been a

voters way up there in New Hampshire and it is clear that

And while we're on the subject, it does not surprise

student here and a familiar sight on campus for thepast two-and-a-half years.

you must choose between two people in next month's

this columnist when Reagan says the things he says.

Rick is also the son of Jim Bender, Executive Secretary of the King County

presidential primary.

Reagan, if you please, is a fraud, a hoax, a man who, while

Labor Council and possible gubernatorial candidate. Not unlike his father,

claiming to have left California "in the black," fails to

Rick is a maverick. He was elected to the Legislature in November of '72, and

people, the "incumbent" man, that turncoat free spender

mention his consistent tax hikes, and his personnel cuts

while still a newcomer, he took out after Sawyer, who (along with Senator

who hangs around that German guy that gets us into all

while in office Further, while deploring those nasty

that trouble overseas.

budget hikes federally, his 8 to 12% budget hikes go

August Mardesich) has been called "the second most powerful man in state
politics".

You may choose, as he is described by the Reagan

Or, you may choose former California governor

unmentioned in the candidate's credits.

"Our first attempts to enlist support were on a one to one basis, quiet, and

Ronald Reagan, defender of true Republicanism,

That, plus his two million dollar edifice called

protector of the federal treasury, and a real good looking

"Executive Mansion" he left back in Sacramento (which

initiates were not ranking members of the House, their next move was to gain

guy besides.

his successor refuses to live in) lead me to believe that

status by adding senior members to their base. What finally sparked their
action, somewhat before they had planned, was a rumor that Mr. Sawyer was

without mention of each other's name", explains Rick. Since most of the

Yes, the ex-king of the B-rater is now a serious

either he is saying things to get elected he doesn't believe,

candidate for the top spot on the Republican ticket. He is

in which case he's a liar, or he really believes what he says,

going to resign, easing into the position someone sympathetic to his cause.

running hard in the upcoming New Hampshire primary,

in which case he apparently just doesn't know any better.

This, of course, would have perpetuated the "power politics" without leaving

using his narrow brand of conservative political polemic

I tend to believe the latter most.

them specific recourse. According to Bender, "We couldn't blame old

to lambast both Democrats and Ford for their
free-handing of the federal cash reserves.

I am not any more fond of that man in the White

problems on a new SPeaker." Thus immediate action became

House than anybody else, but compared to Reagan, Ford

necessary—whether timely or not.

Recently he proposed a 90-billion dollar cut in the

appears as a blessing in disguise, though well-disguised. At

It is questionable whether their approach had much furor, but it was not

national budget and suggested that these monies be kept,

least Ford is openly stingy, while Reagan wraps up his

without conviction. Besides, it worked. Nine months after the movement

and spent, by the states to-fund those "social" programs

cheapness in attractive political platitudes like a

began 33 Democrats dissented and won.

on the local level. That suggestion got him into more

flat-chested girl in a toilet-paper brassiere.

trouble than the time he got his legs cut off in "Kings
Row." Apparently the former Governor never learned

Today the House is still sans leader, but not leadership, and Rick is part of

One thing for sure, men who don't know any better

the new regime as Assistant Majority Floor Leader. There's been a lot of other

don't know enought to sit in the White House.

shuffling and the Democrats appear to be "building from the bottom up", a
relatively new phenomenon in government today. If a major battle will
eventually ensue over who is going to be Speaker is hard to predict, but one

asups candidates, election announced
As of Tuesday afternoon, 12 candidates were listed for
offices in the upcoming ASUPS elections.
At that time the President's office was the only one
there was a contest for. Candidates are John Campbell,
Scott D. Nelson, Chris Carletti, Jonathan Warner and
Richard C. Brooker.
Running for Executive Vice President is Paula
Plamondon. Seeking the Business Vice President slot is
Eileen Galt. Five students were posted for the five open

thing is for sure—with three factions, two Democrat and one Republican,
wandering in the House—its not going to be easy. None-the-less, after the few
days of disruption, business began to go as usual—not with any particular
distinction, just as usual!

1976 ASUPS SPRING ELECTION SCHEDULE
Feb. 20, 5 pm

filing period ends

Feb. 23, 4 pm

mandatory candidates meeting

Feb. 23

ASUPS Constitution test

March 4, 10 am to 5 pm

primary elections, tunnels

March 5, 10 am to 5 pm

primary election, SUB

March 11, 10 am to 5 pm

final elections, tunnels

March 12, 10 am to 5 pm

final elections, SUB

,
Interested in the LAW?
...and in a career?
A representative of the University
of San Diego, and the National Center
for Paralegal Training's

Senate positions: Doug Gillespie, Lloyd Zimmerman, Jeff
Jahns, Gordon Buford and Merry Hoffmeyer.

#
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LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
will be on campus, U.

of Washington,

1 and at Washington Plaza
Hotel on Feb. 29, 1:00 p.m.

March

kaiserman to give recital

3

.

to discuss details of the Program and career
opportunities for college graduates in this
growing, new field.

David Kaiserman, professor of music and
artist-in-residence at the University of Puget Sound
School of Music, will present the last in a series of three
recitals surveying the solo piano music of the Russian
Romantic composer Sergei Liapunov (1859-1924) tonight

. .

at 8:15 pm in Jacobsen Recital Hall on the UPS campus.
The program is free and open to the public.
Featured in the concert will be works from the latter
part of the composer's life. The major piece to be

You may qualify for this intensive, 12 week,
post-graduate course, which prepares you to
assume a responsible position as a skilled
member of the legal team.

3
'
'
I

presented is "Variations and Fugue on a Russian Theme",

Arrange to attend a group presentation and
schedule. a personal interview through

Opus 49, written in 1912. Other compositions include
children's pieces of intermediate difficulty which
illustrate Liapunov's ability to write such music without
becoming trite and, in addition, his reflection of Russian

Career Planning and Placement
call: 543-0535

folklore and folksong.

iti

date of spring break changed
Spring break has been changed. Make sure your
reservations and plans include vacation from March 27 to

David KaiserrKan, artist-in-residence in the UPS School

April 5. (originally break was scheduled for April 10-20.

of Music, with Robert Musser.

art exhibit and sale at kilworth

SD
'

For Free Brochure, contact:
LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
Alcal5 Park
San Diego, CA 92110

An exhibition and sale of original etchings, woodcuts

Watches $14.95 up

and lithographs from Davidson Galleries will be sponsored

contributes to the Northwest print community by

by the UPS Art Department on Monday February 23,

sponsoring one artist and themes exhibitions in Seattle.

Rings $19.95 up
Diamonds

Gift Certificates
Fenton Glass Ciftware
Free ear-piercing with ear ring purchase

Most of the collection is priced well under $100. The

Hogarth, Magritte, Picasso, Hiroshige, Piranesi, and

inexpensive prints include early manuscripts, original

Accutron, Bt1 lova, Caravelle, Le Jour, Seiko, Wyler

important contemporary artists are for sale, The

illustrations (by Daumier, Homer and Rowlandson), 19th

Also Digitals: Buloya, Miler, Seiko, Syncronar

collection spans over 500 years of printmaking.

century botanicals, contemporary works in small format
or large editions, and unsigned works of all types. There

in stimulating interest in collecting original prints. The
gallery is small enough to be personal, yet large enough to

Renoir: Both above and belows $100 are major works by

commission editions and publish a 30 to 40 page annual,

important contemporary American and European artists.

illustrated catalog. Davidson Galleries hosts an annual,

There are museum quality pieces in all price ranges.

3

(714) 291-6480 Ext. 247

10-8 in Kittredge Gallery. Works by Durer, Rouault,

are few, is any, contemporary restrikes by Kollwitz or

3

STUDENTS—FACULTY 10% SAVINGS

international, competitive print exhibition, and actively

Davidson Galleries is a small, western firm interested

3

Hours: 10-6 Mon.—Sat.

759-4242

SCHAEFFER'S JEWELERS C.M.W.
Your north end jeweler

3811 No. 26th at Proctor

What has 1400 legs, 500 briefcases, a healthy supply of
hot air and leaves a trail of used paper cups, old french
fries and discarded note cards in its wake?*

Photography by

Jeff Strong

*ANSWER: The high school debate tournament.

TOPIC: Conservation of World Resources
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cagers seek regionai berth
by matt mccully
With four games remaining, three of which count on

UPS has won seven out of their last eight games,

the season record, the University of Puget Sound

including three wins in five days last week. The Loggers

basketball team is still hoping for a berth into the NCAA

defeated Seattle Pacific College 75-51 last Thursday, the
University -of Alaska 95-81 on Saturday, and knocked off

Division 2 regionals.
Four West Coast small colleges will be selected for the
tournament and the Loggers, who sport an 18-7 mark

St. Martins 88-52 on Monday.
Center Curt Peterson continues to lead the Loggers,

(not including last night's game with Portland State), are

scoring 20.8 points per game and grabbing over nine

among those being considered. The champions of the Far

rebounds per contest. "The Peak" also leads the team in

Western and CCAA conferences have automatic entry into

shooting percentage (57.8%) and free throw percentage

the tournament and the other two spots will be selected

(84.3%). Tim Evans is the leading assist man with 90 for

by an NCAA committee. In addition, UPS has put in its
bid to host the affair this year, if they are selected. An

the season.
Peterson also broke the UPS career rebounding mark

announcement either way is expected to come in a short

against the University of Alaska last Saturday. Peterson

while.
This year Logger hopes depend heavily on the

now has 776 boards for his career at UPS, while the old

upcoming games, particularly tomorrow night's game with

also has a chance at breaking the career scoring record at

the University of Portland. The Pilots upset UPS in

UPS, as well as the single season scoring mark.

mark was 758 set by Bob Sprague in 1961-64. Peterson

Portland this year, 76-69, hurting the Loggers' regional

So even though the 1975-76 season is drawing to a

hopes a great deal. Game time tomorrow in the fieldhouse

close, there is still plenty of excitement left in it for the

is 8:00 pm, preceded by a J.V. contest at 5:45 pm.

Loggers and their followers.

AS OF 25 GAMES: SCORING LEADER

Peterson

20.8 (521 pts)

NEXT GAMES:

9.4 (234 rebs)

Feb. 21

FIELD GOAL PCT.LEADER: Peterson

57.8% (199-346)

Feb. 24

PLU

FREE THROW PCT. LEADER: Peterson

84.3% (123-1461

Feb. 28

Seattle Pacific

90

March 7

Athletes In Action

REBOUND LEADER: Peterson

ASSIST LEADER: Evans

U of Portland
A. T. Brown puts on the pressure for the Loggers.

UPS heavyweight Bill Stout crushes his opponent.

patton,johnson to nationals

Cathy Kurfess backstrokes to the finish for the women's swim team.

by matt mc cully

The 1975-76 wrestling season is over for all but two

Linfield, Willamette, Whitworth, Stanislaus State, and

University of Puget Sound grapplers; Joey Johnson and
Wolfrom Patton.

cross-town rival Pacific Lutheran University, whom UPS
destroyed 39-15.

Johnson, 126, and Patton, 118, have both qualified

But the highlight of the season for coach Rossberg was

for the NCAA Division 2 National Tournament to be held

the fourth place finish at the Pacific Inivtational

at North Dakota State University the weekend of March 5

tournament, a traditionally tough mat event. "Having so

& 6. Qualification was reached by each winning over

many wrestlers do well at one time like that was probably

60% of his matches this season. They will join 31 other

the biggest thrill of the season", he commented.

wrestlers in their weight class at the final event in Fargo,
N.D. next month.

Logger heavyweight Bill Stout finished the season with
the best individual record. He was 15-1 in dual matches,

For most of the Loggers, the season ended this past

and 24-4 overall. One of his losses was to the defending

weekend with the dual match against Oregon Tech, but

NCAA major college champion, and another was to the

for others, too many, the season ended a long while ago.

Canadian National Champion.

John Smith, Eric Davis, Steve Ehlers, and Steve Tucci, all

Stout, however, is ineligible for the National

cut down by injuries this year, were unable to complete

tournament because this is the year of his transfer from

the season. Tucci and Ehlers missed the entire year, while

Air Force. He must wait until next season to eligible for

Davis and Smith were having iine matches before they

any post-season action.

were forced out of action.

Coach Rossberg has already started to look ahead to

"The low point of the season was, of course, all the

next year and what it might bring. "We only lose two

many injuries," said wrestling coach Del Rossberg. "It was

wrestlers," says the Logger mentor, "so it should be a

very disappointing, especially because the wrestlers we

good year. We had a lot of freshman who were educated

lost,were some of our best. We couldn't even fill all the

and improved this year, and will really help us next year.

weight classes all the time. Still, it was an educational

A lot of our success will depend on how our recruiting

year, .and I'm very happy with the way a lot of our

goes, also."
Much will also depend on how healthy the Loggers can
•

wrestlers performed this year."
For the season, UPS finished 5-11 in dual matches,

stay. "If our guys hadn't gotten hurt so badly this year, it

and place fourth and eighth in two of the three

would have- been a whole different story," the coach

tournaments they entered. Dual-match victims included

concluded.
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To Whom It May Concern,
I am writing this letter to acquire funds to attend the 1976
Collegiate National Weightlifting Championships at Whitewater State
College, Whitewater, Wisconsin the weekend of March 5, 6, and 7,
1976.
I am currently a senior at the University of Puget Sound majoring
in English Literature with the intent of teaching and coaching at the
high school level. While studying at the University of Washington in
1974 prior to transfering, I represented them at the Collegiate
Nationals at Montclair State College in New Jersey where I placed
second by five pounds in the 242 Lbs. class with lifts of 281 Lbs.
Snatch and 385 Lbs. Clean and Jerk for a 666 Lbs. total.
My competitive record is as follows:
Washington State Champion-1966,1967,1972,1973,1974,1975
Pacific Northwest Champion-1973,1974,1975
Pacific Coast Champion-1973,1974
Junior National Championships 1974—Fourth Place
Junior National Championships 1975—Fourth Place
Senior National Championships 1975—Ninth Place

I am currently ranked ninth in the nation in my weight class and
am the highest ranked of any collegiate athlete. Last weekend at the
Oregon Open Weightlifting Championships in Portland I took first in
my division with lifts of 303 Lbs. Snatch and 402 Lbs. Clean and
Jerk for a 705 Lbs. total.
In addition to my involvement in competition I am currently the
A.A.U. Region XII Weightlifting Chairman and also Region XII
Coach under the auspices of the current National Coach, Carl Miller.
I also coach the Calpian Weightlifting Club of Auburn, current
Northwest Championship Club, and help to coach the Auburn High
School Weightlifting Team and other athletic teams on a volunteer
basis.
The following are the required expenses for the trip.
Scott VVilson strokes to get ahead.

men's swim season 'excellent'
by colleen mc kay
The University of Puget Sound

is not so good, on the basis of

swim team finished its dual meet

performance and quality this season

This weekend the UPS swimmers

season with ten Loggers qualifying

has been excellent," stated coach

compete in the North Pacific

for nationals and a 7-4 season record.

Don Duncan. "We have had

Swimming and Diving Championships

"Even though the won-loss record

exceptional times for the dual meet

at the University of Idaho. Other

season."

teams participating are
host-University of Idaho, the
University of Montana, the

Magoo's Annex Tavern

Universi

ty

of Washington, the

University of Oregon, Eastern
Washington State College and Simon
Fraser University. Earlier in the due,

This Coupon
Good for 25 cents Off
On Any Imported Beer

2710 North 21st
759-6300
One Coupon P -y Customer

meet season UPS lost to Washington,
Oregon and Simon Fraser and
Duncan sees the meet as one with

Air Fare, round
Motel, 3 days
Food
Entry Fee
Incidental Transportation
Total

$280.00
45.00
45.00
5 00
10.00
385.00

I am asking the University to provide the funds for the air fare
only. If they will provide the plane ticket, I will pay all the other
expenses myself. I am currently attending school on the GI Bill and
feel that I can only pay this share without creating an extra hardship
for my wife and son.
Since the intent of the University experience supposedly is to
provide the opportunity for as many students as possible to have the
chance to reach their individual potentials in as many ways as
possible, I hope the University will help me in my request. I can win
the 1976 Collegiate National Weightlifting Championships, thus
providing the University of Puget Sound with some added measure
of public prestige and respect, while fulfilling a long sought goal of
my own—to win a National Championship.
I hope you will be able to act favorably upon my request and I
hope to hear from you soon.

"very stiff competition."

"We should swim well for being
tired but the meet is not crucial to us

ex cept for those who haven't
qualified for nationals. It's good

Sincerely,
John T. Thrush
833-7479

competition for this time of year
especially with nationals five weeks

EXPIRES FEBBUARY 29 , 1976

away," added Duncan.
Swimmers who have met NCAA
national qualifying times and their
events are as follows: Dan Seelye,
400 medley relay, 400 freestyle
relay, 100 and 200 backstroke,100
and 200 breaststroke; Morre Rude,
400 medley relay, 800 and 400 free
relay, 200, 500 and 1650 free; Rick
Unrue, 400 medley relay, 800 and
400 free relay, 10 butterfly; Dale
Ehrenheim, 400 and 800 relay, 500
free; Brian Boettcher, 800 free relay,
500 and 1650 free; Barry Collier, 500

and 1650 free, 200 butterfly; Russ

GARMENT REPAIRING-ZIPPERS
SANITONE DRYCLEANING

Wigglesvvorth, 200 breaststroke, 200
and 400 individual medley; and Scott
Wilson, 100 and 200 backstroke.
For the next five weeks, the
Loggers will prepare mentally and

FAST LAUNDRY SERVICE

physically for the national
championships which will be in
Springfield, Massachuetts,

COIN-OPERATED LAUNDRY

March18-20.

SLEEPING BAGS

&di:a 421.040e44

ECONOMICAL BULK DRY CLEANING

383-4739
2616 6th Avenue

2621 No. Proctor & 3624 6th Ave.

Tacoma, Wash ingtor

Evalyn Goldberg 141 droves for two for the women's basketball team.
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professors receive tenure
Twelve University of Puget Sound faculty members
have been granted, promotion and/or tenure, following

nuclear power discussed

recent action by the Board of Trustees.

A nuclear physicist, Dr. Walter B. Loewenstein, who

Receiving tenure and promotion are Dr. Jeffrey Bland,

graduated from UPS in 1949 will be on campus Thursday,

chemistry, from assistant to associate professor; Shelby

Feb. 26, to present a public lecture - 8 p.m. Thompson

Clayson, occupational therapy, from assistant to associate

146, talk to students, and receive the Alumnus Cum Laude

professor; Dr. Michael Qurley, English, from assistant to

award from the Alumni Association - 7 p.m. Thompson

associate professor; Dr. Albert Eggers, geology, assistant

142.

to associate professor; Dr. Robert Ford, urban studies,

His lecture topic will be "Nuclear Power

assistant to associate professor; Dr. Bruce Lind,

Developments in the United States and Europe." Dr.

math,natics, assistant to associate professor; Dr. Eric

Loewenstien is presently with the Electric Power

Lindgren, biology, assistant to associate professor.

Research Institute in Palo Alto, California.

Granted tenure are Dr. Ronald Van Enkevort,
mathematics; Dr. Ernest Graham, psychology; Dr.
Franklyn Hruza, urban studies. Dr. Barry Bauska,English;
and Dr. John Robinson, education.

Friday Feb. 20

german idealism at aletheia

Campus Flick Robin Hood, 6:30 and 9 pm, Mc006, 25 cents with ASB
Faculty Recital "David Kaiserman", 8:15 Jacobsen

The Aletheta Society is having its first event of 1976

Bookstore half price paperback sale

on Friday, February 27th, at 4:00 pm in Jones

Inside Theatre "Upstage '76" 8 pm, $1

Professor John Burke, an 18th century intellectual
historian from the University of Washington, will present

Saturday Feb. 21
Campus Flick Robin Hood, 6:30 and 9 pm, Mc006, 25 cents with ASB
7-Day campus, 1-5 pm, Womens' Gym
Women's Basketball, 9:30 am, Pacific U., 1:30 pm Linfield

of

a talk entitled: "German Idealism: Kant and Hegel." He
will present Kant and Hegel as interesting philosophical
representatives of the German Idealist program as it
concerned problems of knowledge.

Logger Basketball, 5:30 pm, JV,.9:00 U. of Portland
Inside Theatre "Upstage '76" 8 pm, $1

chinese film showing

Sunday Feb. 22
Yoga and Meditation, 10-11:30 am Kilvvorth
7-Day Campus, 1-5 pm, Womens' Gym
Student Recital, "Linda John" and "Kum Kim", 4 pm, Recital

4.40)

The history department will sponsor showings of "City
of Cathay," a 28 minute film produced in the Republic of
China (Taiwan), on Monday, Feb. 23.

Hall

There will be two showings, both in Library 17. The

Victory Music Hall "Jazz", 8 pm, $1
Tuesday

204.

first is at 10 am for History 245, second is at 12 noon.

Feb. 24

clinic supported by raffle

Performing Arts "The Green River Music Co." 8:30 pm SUB Lounge
Intersection 7 pm K ilworth

RAFFLE! In support of Alice Hamilton Women's

Logger Basketball 8 pm at PLU

Clinic (a free gynecology clinic in Tacoma). Win Prizes!

Logger Basketbal 8 pm at PLU

Buy tickets at: the UPS bookstore, the Engine House

Wednesday Feb. 25

Tavern 16th and Pine), the FSU house 1118 N. Lawrence).

Tai Ch'i 8:45 pm Kilworth

Tickets only 50 cents.

All- Cello Concert 8:15 Jacobsen

fsu plans potluck

7-Day Campus 7-10 pm Fieldhouse

Food! Fun! Discussion! Potluck at 6 pm on Friday at the

Women's Basketball 7:30 pm at PLU

FSU house (1118 N. Lawrence). Speakers from Alice
Hamilton Women's Clinic at 8 pm. Come and bring a

Thursday Feb. 26

friend!

The Cellar "Vintage Comedy Night", 8 pm
Women's Basketball, 7:30 pm at SPC

pick up a pcs

Friday Feb. 27
Campus Flick, Tall Blonde Man with One Black Shoe, 6:30 and 9 pm, Mc006

Applications

for

financial

assistance

(Parents'

Confidential Statements, Student's Financial Statements

Logger Basketball, 8 pm at SPC

and Basic Educational Opportunity Grant forms) are now
available in the Financial Aid Office, Jones Hall, Room
108. Students presently receiving loan, grant, scholarship

dance scandanavian

and Work Study benefit must reapply for renewal of this
aid for 1976-1977.

Instruction in Scandanavian folkdancing will continue

All students anticipating difficulty in payment of their

throughout the spring semester, every Wednesday at 7 pm

schooling expenses next year are encouraged to apply for

in the basement of Kilworth Chapel. The instructor is

assistance..

Arnie Swenson of Seattle. Everyone is welcome.

tri delt scholarship available

baha'i club formed

Delta Delta Delta sorority has announced their 1976

The Baha'is on campus, at present 4 of them, have

local and national scholarship competition. A $300 local

formed a club which is open for membership to all

scholarship is available to any full-time undergraduate

students, faculty, staff and their families. The club, called

woman student at the University of Puget Sound. The

the UPS Baha'i Club, is sponsored by the Local Spiritual

winner must also be an undergraduate at the same school

Assembly of the Baha'is of Tacoma. Dr. Magee, chairman

during the term of the award.

of the philosophy department, has agreed to be the
faculty advisor.

learn to do a lube job
Ladies, learn how to fix your cars! Auto mechanics for

rotary offers award

women from 3 to 6 pm on Friday for 8 weeks. If

The Women of Tacoma Rotary are offering a $300

interested, come with $30 to J303 at 3 this Friday. See

scholarship for a young woman, in her junior year at UPS,

you there!

who needs additional funds to help complete her senior
year. Applications are available in the Dean of Student

chance for internship

Office, 208 Student Union Building, or call 756-3361 for
further information. Deadline for return of applications is
February 20, 1976.

If you are a junior, senior or graduate student wanting
to expand your educational experience and apply the
theories you've learned in textbooks, an internship with a
unit of local government may be just what you're looking

"george m" auditions held
Auditions are announced for the musical "GEORGE

M"

to be produced by the Tacoma/Pierce County

Bicentennial Commission on May 27, 28, 29 and 30, at
Eastvold Auditorium, Pacific Lutheran University.
The audition will be held at Merrick's Dance Studio,
745 Broadway, across the street from the Chamber of
Commerce in Tacoma, on February : 28, and 29.
Friday, the 27th, the auditions will be from 7 to 10 pm.
Saturday and Sunday, the 28th and 29th they will be
from 1 to 5 and from 7 to 10 pm.

for.
Interns will be involved in agency projects related to
urban and areawide planning, environmental planning,
community development, juvenile counseling, and fiscal
management. All internships will begin March 29.
Applications (mini-resumes) are available to students
in college placement offices or from department
chairpersons and should be completed and returned to the
Office of Community Development in Olympia before
February 27.

